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INTRODUCTION

The modules for the hospitality industry are designed to cover a broad category of felds within the service industry, those

include, accommodation, restaurants, event planning, transportation, etc.  

Most part of the hotel systems in the market provide partial solutions for entering the reservations, controlling the expenses

during the staying of the guests and then prepare the Account Status in order to deliver these results to a third-party

software for invoicing them. 

Standard ERP goes further than that and covers all aspects of the business including Restaurant, Bar, POS systems for gifts

shops, Web reservations from various booking engines and it is fully integrated with other modules like Nominal Ledger,

Sales Ledger, Stocks and CRM. 

This document includes descriptions about the Hotel module, for information about the other modules module please read

the specifc material.

On this training material we will cover the required settings and sample workfow in a hotel, from quotations to reservations

and housekeeping, Siteminder channel manager integration is described in autonomous training material.

We can list several benefts  by the usage of Standard ERP:

• Real time, online integrated: Front offce and back offce

• Better maintainability- one solution, one provider, one service point

• Graphic Reservation Manager

• Support Complex Pricing

• Restaurant integrated

• Invoicing from Hotel module (no need for other software)

• Easy to work with Agents

• Fast and easy ways to register a Reservation

• Allows web bookings

• Easy access to relevant reports and actions with button from Reservation

• One complete end to end solution (others offer one software for ERP, one for CRM, POS Gift Shop, Front Offce

Hotel, WEB, etc. all are interfaced, multi vendor and require maintenance, pushing up the Total cost of ownership)
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TERMINOLOGY

The following are common terms in the hospitality industry. You will fnd them when describing some functionalities inside

the document.

Guest/Customer/Agent: It is important to know the differences between the terms for Guests, Customers and Agents.

A guest is the person that stays in the hotel. A customer is the entity which is responsible for a group of guests. And

fnally, an agent is the entity which makes the reservations for guest or customers, and is the link between the guest

and the hotel.

Back Ofce: The area or department where people that do not have direct contact with the guest, purchase

department for example, capture their daily work procedures. In HansaWorld the back offce are all administrative

modules such as the Nominal Ledger, Purchase orders, Purchase ledger and the Cash module.

Front Office: The area or department where people that have direct contact with the guest, the receptionist, restaurant,

spas, capture their daily work procedures. In Standard ERP is the hotel module specifcally.

Check In: When the guest arrive at the hotel and take a room.

Check Out: When the guest leaves the hotel and leave a room.

Book Origin: How the guest was informed about the hotel. The marketing medium used to advertise the hotel (such as

channel managers, magazines, television, advertisements, fyers etc).

Reservation: Is the most important term if we talk about hotels, because is the frst step for to do before Check In and

the last step after Check Out. In Standard ERP this is the main register.

Housekeeping: This is the service area where cleaning of rooms and other areas of the hotel are managed.

Pax: Has the same defnition as persons or the number of persons.

Reservation Manager: The Resource Planner window, Month Overview Type of Rooms, or Month Overview Rooms

window.
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PRELIMINARY SETTINGS

The following settings need to be confgured before we start working with the Hotel module.

Optional Features 

This setting is found in the System Module, Optional Features setting. In the inspect window, select 'Hotel Interface'. This

action enables the Hotel specifc buttons in the Resource Planner window.

In order to see the changes you need to re-start the client.

Confguration 

This setting can be found in the System module. Select the checkbox for Hotel module listed under the Verticals tab of this

setting. Also, make sure to have enabled the CRM and Resource Planner modules under the CRM tab.
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Resource Planner 

This setting is found in the Resource Planner module in settings. Select the option "Reservations". This will ensure that Hotel

room will be displayed on the Reservation Manager and all reservations will be handled from that window.
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HOTEL WORKFLOW

The general workfow in a hotel includes the following stages:

• A Reservation Quotation (Optional), where the details about the Reservation are sent to the Customer for

confrmation via email, fax, etc.

• A Reservation, once the Quotation gets approved the Reservation can be created. The reservation will have

different statuses, those might change between hotels, but the most common ones are:

• From Confrmed, to Enquiry, to Check In, to No Show

• From Enquiry, to Confrmed, to Check In, to Cancelled

• From Check In to Check Out

Another possibility could be:

a) From Enquiry, to Confrmed, to Cancelled

b) From Enquiry, to Confrmed, To Check In, To No Show

c) From Check In, to Check Out.

The following workfow chart will demonstrate the hotel workfow in Standard ERP. 

The main working window for the Front Desk is the Resource Planner, which will be explained in the following chapter.

• Reservations are created by Standard ERP user directly in the system in status Enquiry or Confrmed

◦ Reservation Quotations

◦ Group Reservations

◦ Reservations

• Create a downpayment invoice  

• Guest check in
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• Allocation to guest account of extra charges (such as restaurant bills, laundry)

• Nightly maintenances for

◦ charge stay and repetitive items

◦ create cleaning activities

◦ cancel no show guest

• Invoice the guest account which includes stay and all extra charges. Automatic adjustment for the
downpayment invoice

• Check out  
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THE RESOURCE PLANNER

The Reservation Manager

The Reservation Manager, or Grid, is used extensively by Front Desk Staff to create reservations and manage all types of

operations for the guests they serve.

There are 2 views of the Reservation Manager, ”Month Overview Type of Rooms” and ”Overview Rooms”:

Month Overview Type of Rooms

This view shows the number of rooms or Occupancy Percentage in an Overview per Room type:

Create Menu

Create Quotation: Use this option to create a Reservation Quotation record.

Create Letter: Use this option to create a Customer Letter.

Buttons

There are nine buttons at the bottom of this window, each of them have specifc functions and/or open specifc reports. The

reports will be based on the selection made by using the felds below the Matrix, where possible.

New Reservation 

A Click on this Button will create a new reservation 

New Group Res: A Click on this Button will create a new group reservation.

Find Reservation: A click on this button will open the Find Reservation Report; by flling some of the felds you will be

able to fnd the reservations that ft your search criteria.

Checkins: A click on this button opens up a report, which lists all reservations with a checkin date of today. This report

is used in the check in process to easily fnd the reservation of the guests checking in today.
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Checkouts: A click on this button opens up a report, which lists all reservations with a checkout date of today. This

report is used in the checkout process to easily fnd the reservation of the guests checking out.

In-House: A click on this button opens up a report, which lists all reservations currently booked into the

resort/hotel/room location. The report will also list all Guest Services, which are entered. Clicking on the Blue

Highlighted room number on the report, will open the underlying Room.
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Available: A Click on this button will open up a report listing all room packages for the current location selected in the

Location feld. Click on a Package to create a new reservation. This is the fastest way of creating new reservations.

Rest. Booking: If the Restaurant module is also enabled, a click on this button will open a Restaurant Booking window

to be flled with the guest and room details.
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Grid Matrix: The Grid matrix displays the Room Types on the left side and the number of rooms available for each of the

following days. When there are no vacancies, a 0 will be displayed. It there're overbooked rooms these will be shown

in red. 

A double click in the Room Type and the Month Overview Rooms window will be opened. The current Date is displayed

as a vertical red line. The fgures in the Grid will vary according the selections made in the felds below it.

Check In: If you want to create a reservation for a future date, enter the Check in Date in this feld. The Grid display will

move forward to the date, and you can verify the availability.

Nights: Use this feld to enter the number of nights the guests would like to stay. This number will be used to calculate

the Checkout date and the rooms available at that time.

Check Out: This feld can be used when creating a reservation, enter the Check Out date and the number of nights will

be recalculated. 

Location: If you enter a Room Location the Grid will display only the room types with that specifc location. This will be

useful when there are several hotels/resorts in the same group and you need to see the rooms for a specifc hotel

only. If the feld is left empty all the room types entered in the database will be displayed.

Class: Enter a Room Classifcation to flter the view of the Grid for that specifc Class of room. It is possible to enter

more than one classifcation in this feld (use a comma as a separator), the rooms displayed will be the ones that

match all the classifcations entered.

Information: This feld displays selected information of specifc reservations only when the view is Overview Rooms.

Show:

Available: This shows the number of rooms available for a specifc room type and date

Occupancy: This shows the % Occupancy of a specifc room type and date.
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Overview Rooms

The Overview Rooms view is similar to the Month Overview Type of Rooms. For this reason, only the differences will be

explained. 

Buttons

M: Displays the Grid for a month period. It's the default view.

W: Displays the Grid per week, a text will be shown in this view, defne it in Hotel Settings setting.

D: Displays the Grid per day, the hours will be shown.

Grid Matrix

The Grid matrix lists the rooms on the left, and the reservations for each room in the matrix. The color of the reservation is

determined by the Reservation Status setting.

A click on the Room number will open the room record inspect window.

You can drag and drop a Reservation from one room to another room (up or down).

Fields

Room Type: Select the Room type you want to be displayed in the grid.

Status: Select a status in this feld to flter and show only those reservations with it. It's an easy way to check the

Confrmed reservations, etc.
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Exercises

• What is the Grid?

• What does the Available button does?

• Is it possible to flter the view by Room Location?

• How do you defne the text displayed in the Reservations in the Resource Planner?

• How can you move a reservation from one room to another without opening the Reservation record?
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RESERVATIONS

Reservations is the main register for Hotel module. This register combines the information from other registers (Contacts,

Rooms, Prices) and settings (Invoice Items, Reservation Statuses, Room packages).

How to generate a reservation?

A new reservation can be created by any of the following options:

• From the Reservation Quotation (all the information from this record will be copied automatically to the reservation), 

• From the Reservation Manager  by clicking New

• From the Reservation Manager, by specifying a Check in date and the number of nights, and then clicking the

“Available Button” This opens a report that lists all available rooms. Click on a Package to create a new reservation.

• Straight from the reservation register. 

Each room will have an individual Reservation. You can't have one reservation for many rooms.

Note: New reservation brings default setting information from the Reservation Settings. 
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CREATING A RESERVATION FROM A RESERVATION QUOTATION

The Reservation Quotation Register is used for printing and sending quotations with information about the Hotel services.

After you have OKed and Saved the Quotation, a Reservation will be generated and both records will be linked together.

The Reservation Quotation Register

The following felds and information need to be completed in order to create the Reservation.

Header

Number: This will be entered automatically from the Number Series – Res. Quotations.

Agent: Use paste special for entering an Agent.

Name: The Agent's name is pasted automatically after entering the Agent Code.

Customer: Use paste special for entering the Customer Code for the Reservation.

Name: The name is pasted automatically after the Cust. Code has been entered.

The Booking tab

Check In Date: By default it shows the current date. Change it if necessary.

Time: Type in the time the customer wants to Check In.

Nights: Type in the number of nights, the customer wants to stay.

Check Out Date: The check-out date will be calculated automatically from the start date and the number of days.

Time: Type in the time the customer wants to Check Out.

Std. Text: Using Paste special t o choose some standard Text set up for sending an E-mail to the guest from this

quotation. (The text will also be visible in the Information tab)
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Room Location: Using Paste Special to choose the location of the room (if this function is used). Use this option, if the

Reservation Quotation will be done for just one Room Location.

The Availability Button: By clicking on this button, the program calculates the available rooms and display the results

in a report, from there you can select a room option from.

Information tab

This displays the content of the Standard Text and can also be used for additional notes about a special service required, or

room, or type of food.

Pricing tab

Flip A

Type: Use paste special to select the Room Type (single, double etc.).

Quantity: Enter the quantity (number) of rooms the guest wishes to reserve.

Package: Use paste special to choose the Room Package.

No of Guests: Enter the number of Guests in this feld.

Children: Enter the number of children in this feld.

Available: If you click on the Check Availability button after entering the Room Type, then this feld will be updated with

the quantity of rooms of that type available. (Even the rooms marked as dirty will be included, the only exception will

the rooms with status Check-In).

Nights: Enter the number of nights that the Guest will be staying.

Agent. Price: If you have set up the price for the room type in the Invoice settings, then this price will appear on this

feld.

Agent Sum: This is the price per room type (quantity times the price).

Calc.: This is to include one price as per row or take the period range in header part as quantity in days times the price.

So example if you have a reservation quotation from 7/5/2010 to the to date 020503 then if you specify 12/05/2010,

it will mean 9 nights.

Flip B

Location: Use Paste Special to select the room location for that row.

Guest Price: If you have set up the price for guest in the Invoice settings, then this price will appear on this feld.

Guest Sum: This is the price per guest (number if nights * the price per night).

Flip C

Check In: Enter the date of the Check In, this would be information per row information.

Time: Enter the time when a Guest will do the Check In, this would be information per row information.

Check Out: Enter the date of the Check Out, this would be information per row information.

Time: Enter the time when a Guest will do the Check In, this would be information per row information.
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Flip D

Guest Price List: If you wish to use a Price List for the Guest you can use paste special to enter it in the feld.

Comment: This is a free text feld, however by default it will enter the Item Room comment.

Persons: Number of persons staying in the rooms (example: if there is a quotation for 1 single room and 1 double room,

then the number of persons in this feld could 3).

Flip E

Book Origin: Enter a Book Origin here. This will be transferred to the Reservation when the Quotation is accepted.

Visit Purpose: Use Paste Special to choose the Visit purpose. This will be transferred to the Reservation, when the

Quotation is accepted. 

Reference: Enter a Reference here. The reference is typically used to give a common name to a number of reservations

belonging to the same tour group.

Classification: Enter classifcations here. These are used to indicate that children or pensioners etc are staying in the

room and that discount applies.

Other tab

In this tab the felds for Reserv. Pr. List, Book Origin and Reference can be defned in general for the Quotation.

Reservation Price list: Use paste special to enter a price list, if needed.

Language: Use paste special to enter a specifc language code to use a different form for printing the quotation.

Reserv. Number: Once the Quotation is approved and Oked, the reservation number will be saved in this feld.

Sign: The initial of user who created the quotation will automatically be entered here by the system.

Comment: Enter an additional comment related to the quotation.

Book Origin: Enter a Book Origin here. This will be transferred to all reservations made from this quotation

Reference: Enter a Reference here. This will be transferred to all reservations made from this quotation

Visit Purpose: Enter a Visit purpose here with Paste Special. If no Visit purpose has been entered to the matrix for each

room type line, then this Visit Purpose will be transferred over to the Reservation once the Reservation Quotation will

be OKed

Footer
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Accepted: Select this checkbox once the Quotation is accepted by the guest.

OK: Select this checkbox when the quotation is approved. A new reservation will be created from the quotation.

Include Package Items: Select this checkbox if the package will be included in the Total Price.

Pay Separately: Select this checkbox if the quotation has an agent, a customer and a different guest. This option

indicates that payments will be separated.

Closed: Select this checkbox if the quotation is not accepted and will not be used any more.

Total Agent: Is the total that Agent must pay.

Total Guest: Is the total that the Guest must pay.

Persons: Total of persons staying in the rooms.

Create Menu (Inspect Window)

The following options are available from the Create menu.

New Reservation Quotation: Create a new Reservation Quotation

Duplicate: Create a new Reservation Quotation with the same details as the selected one. 

Workflow Activity: Create a new workfow activity linked on the workfow manager to this quotation. Useful for

example, if we want to create activity for follow up on this Reservation Quotation.

E-mail: Using this option for sending an E-mail to the customer with all details regarding the services in the hotel.

(External E-mail/Gateway should be enabled for sending external emails).

Restaurant Booking: This option opens 'Restaurant Booking' window with all the information from the customer in it.

(Restaurant module should be enabled)

Row Menu

Row Price Details:It’s an overview of room price. From here you can see if the price of the same room was changed.

(See elsewhere in this document)

Approving and Oking the Quotation Reservation

Once the Quotation has been Accepted and Oked a new Group Reservation is created with all this information. At the same

time the system will also create an individual reservation for all the rooms. For example, if there has been 2 double and 3

single rooms on the Reservation Quotation, then 5 different reservations will be generated.
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The number in the Reservation Number feld corresponds to the number of the Group Reservation in Group Reservations

register. Group Reservations will be explained later in this material.

5 reservations were created from this quotation, as you can see in the Reservations Browse window.
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CREATING A RESERVATION FROM THE RESERVATION MANAGER

To create a Reservation from the Reservation Manager you only need to click on the New Reservation button of the Month

Overview Type of Rooms window or the Overview Rooms window. 

The new Reservation will only have the default felds completed and you will need to complete all the felds. 

To be able to save the new Reservation, the minimum information required is: Number of Nights, No. of Adults, Room Type,

Package and Customer.
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CREATING A RESERVATION FROM THE RESERVATION MANAGER (2)

To create a Reservation from the Reservation Manager but with additional information such as a Check In date and the

number of nights you need to follow these steps.

1. In the Reservation Manager, specify a Check In date and a number of nights.  Check Out Date will be calculated

automatically.

2. Click on the Available button, to open the report with all the rooms available for those dates. 
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3. Click on a Package to create the new Reservation. The Check Out date, Number of Nights, Room Type, Package

and details about Price will also be included in this reservation.
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CREATING A RESERVATION FROM THE RESERVATION REGISTER

To create a new reservation from the Reservation register you can click on the 'New Reservation' option from the create

menu of Reservation Browse window to start from scratch or on the Duplicate button if the Reservation is similar to one

already created, in the latter case highlight the original reservation and then press the Duplicate button.

THE RESERVATION REGISTER

Reservation

Header

Reservation No.: This is the reservation number given automatically by the system.

Group: This can be added manually. If you specify on this feld a group reservation number then this means this

reservation is part of a group reservation. It will be possible to invoice a group reservation, which will then include all

sub reservations.

Created: Date that reservation gets created. By default it shows today's date.

Status: Shows the current Reservation Status. You can use paste special to change it.  For better control purposes, it is

advised to use the Reservation Status Sequences setting to set up allowed order for the Reservation status changes.

For example if the hotel always requires a confrmation before, then it should not be possible to change the status

from Enquiry to Check-In, the status should be changed to confrmed frst.

Conf. Before: Last date for the guest to confrm the reservation.

The Show Account Button

A click on this button creates a report displaying the account status of the reservation, including information from items that

will be invoiced from the shopping basket. The information in the report depends on where the cursor is placed on the

reservation. If the cursor is placed on the reservation number, you'll see all the charges for the reservation; if you place the

cursor on the customer feld, you see the charges for the customer; on the guest feld, you see the charges for the guest.

Once you have created Invoice through the Operations menu, the shopping basket items will disappear from the Show

Account report and will be transferred to the invoices.
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Booking Tab

Check In: The reservation uses the current date as the start date of stay. When clicking Check-In button then the date

changes according to system dates for check in.

Check Out: This is the date the reservation uses as the end date according to the enquiry. After you have put in the

number of nights, the check-out date will be calculated automatically. When you click on the Check Out button the

check-out date is changed according to system date for check out.

Room Type: Specify the room type with Paste-Special (for example single, double, executive, etc).

Reference: Enter an additional text for reference if needed.

Time In/Out: Default values for the time of the Check In/Out. Once the Reservation Status changes to Check In/Out the

time will change to the current time in the system.

Extra Beds: Enter the quantity of Extra Beds for the room. The system will verify that the number specifed is allowed in

the room or if there are enough extra beds available in the hotel.

Package: Use paste special to specify the room package. For example, bed and breakfast, room only, wedding

package, exclusive, etc.

Nights: This is the number of nights of the stay, and will be calculated automatically from the check in and check out

dates, or it can be entered manually.

No. of Adults: Enter the number of adult persons that will be staying in the room.

This number will be taken into consideration, when calculating the price for the room. The program takes the price

from the Invoice Items setting, where you can set up different prices depending on how many quests will be staying

in the room. For example, if there are only double rooms in the hotel, but a hotel is offering a lower price, if the room

will be occupied by 1 person, then you can set this up in Invoice Items setting and entering a No. of Adults as 1 on

the reservation will pick up the price for the single occupancy.

Children: Enter the number of children in this feld.
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Book Origin: Use paste special to enter an option for the Book Origin.

Visit Purpose: Use paste special to enter where did the guest entered the country.

Border Check Point: Use paste special to enter an option for Visit Purpose. This feld could be entered by default or be

forced to be entered, depending on the selections made in the Hotel Setting setting (Defaults and Guest tabs)

The Availability Button

A click on this button opens the Month Overview Rooms window for the Room Type specifed in the Reservation. The

window start displaying results at the check in date of the reservation. In the feld Available, the number of rooms available is

entered. 

The quantity available is determined as follow: the program looks at the room type on the reservation. Then is fnds out how

many rooms do you have with this type. Then it checks reservation start and end date and checks how many reservations

you have currently in check in mode with the same date or part of the date. The program then subtracts the number of

checked in rooms from the rooms available to get the qty available. The quantity available excludes the current record that

you are viewing for.

The Print Form Button

A click on this button opens the Specify Reservation window where you can choose which form should be printed. The

different forms will be available depending on the Reservation Status.
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Pricing Tab

Price List: It's the price list by default from the customer.  The price changes when a special price list is entered by

using paste special.

Avg Price: It's the price that will be charged per night if there is no agreed price and if there is no change to the item

price or price list during that reservation period.  

Total Stay: This is the total price, the customer should pay and which will be charged with the Nightly Maintenance

routine. It is calculated by number of nights stayed multiplied by the price or agreed price.

Agreed Discount: Discount % will be entered to this feld, if a customer has a discount matrix specifed on the

customer record. It will not be possible to change this feld manually.

Agreed Price: If this feld contains a value different from the price in the Price feld, then this will be the nightly charge

and this will be the value that determines the total price.

Rack Rate: This feld is calculated automatically and can be used to manage Yield, i.e. to see how much discount was

given. It indicates the total for the reservation that could have been charged without giving discounts or special prices

Total: This is the total for the reservation, including extra charges.

The Price Details Button 

Click on this button to open the detail for the Reservation's prices. For example, here you will see the different prices for

weekdays than for weekends. It is also possible to amend the price only for one night, if needed.

Flip A
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Date: This column will list all the  dates from Check In date till Check Out Date

Item: This column will show the Item, which will be entered to the Invoice when invoicing the Reservation. The Item will

be taken from the Invoice Item Setting.

Price Rules: If there has been set up some special Price Rules for the specifc Invoice Item, then these will be shown

here per each day.

Qty: Number of nights, this will always default to 1

% : If a customer has Discount Matrix set on the Customer Record, then the Discount % will be shown here.

Rack Rate: This column will show the base price for each night (without any discounts).

Price: This column will show the actual price for each night for this reservation.

Total: Will show the total for the night including all discounts. 

Flip B

Class: If there is a special price according to the Guest Classifcation, then the Classifcation will be shown here.

Sign: When a user will enter a value to the Agreed Price feld in the Reservation Prices record, then the user signature

will be added to this feld automatically once the record will be saved.

Agreed Price: Enter here the amount for agreed price per night.

Flip C
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Price Calc: You can see the formula used to calculate the row total

The Price Details Report Button 

Click on this button to see the detail for the Reservation's prices in a report. It will be printed the detailed information that

look at in the previous menu

Check In/Out Tab

Room: Use paste special to specify the room to be reserved. Use the rooms displayed by the report created from the

'Assign Room' button. The reservation needs to be in Inspect mode (not in Update or New mode) in order for you to

see rooms in the Assign room report.

Agent: Specify the agent code with Paste-Special, if you want to determine what bookings were made by agents, and

also to report on commission payable for agent reservations.

Tour Operator: Specify the tour operator code with Paste-Special. 

Customer: Specify the customer code with Paste-Special. A reservation should always have a customer code.  This is

the main account on the reservation. Nightly charges calculated by the maintenance routine will be charged to this

account. 

Contact: Specify here the Agents or the Customers main contact Person with Paste-Special.

Agent Name: This defaults to agent’s name when you Paste-Special on the Agent feld.

Customer Name: The feld will default to the name of the customer.

Std. Text: Using paste-special you can select a standard text used when you send emails correspondence regarding

the reservations to the guests.

Newspapers: With Paste-special choose the newspaper that the guest prefers.
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The Assign Room Button

This creates a report that lists all the rooms with the type specifed on the reservations that are available for check in. It

excludes rooms that are dirty or have a check in status ON

The Check In Button

Changes the Status of the reservation according to the settings in the Reservation Settings. It also overwrites the check in

date and time. After changing the status to Check In, the extra charges can be created for the room. You won't be able to

create invoices for the reservation if the Reservation is not in Check In status, Down Payments (Deposits) however will be

possible.

The Diet Requirements Button

It shows in a report the Diet Remarks from Guest contact card.
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The Check Out Button

Changes the Status of the reservation according to settings in Reservation Settings. It also overwrites the check out date

and time and changes the room status to dirty. After checking out no more charges can be created for this reservation.

The Check Out Button

Allows you to encode Key cards. Per default will get the room number, check in, check out dates and 1 card. 

Guest Tab 

All the guests that will be staying in this room will be entered in the this matrix in order to specify separate accounts that will

later be invoiced, and even to use separate prices.

The number of guests staying in a room shouldn't be higher than the Maximum Pax (Persons) displayed at the bottom of the

window.

Flip A

Guest: Use paste special to enter the guests for this room.

Name: Once the Guest Code is entered his/her name will be entered automatically.
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% : Enter a discount % for this guest here

Class: Use paste special to enter a Classifcation to enable discounts for this guest.

Price list: If you want to invoice the guest using different prices, use paste special to enter a price list.

Bar Tabs: Using paste special choose if Bar Tabs should be allowed or not for this guest.

Flip B

Visa No.: Enter the Guest's Visa number in this feld.

Visa Type: Enter the information relevant to the type of Visa.

Visa Valid: Use paste special to enter the valid date from the Guest's Visa.

Fields at the bottom

Comment: Enter a comment in this feld. 

Pax/Max: After entering the room in the reservation this feld will be automatically flled with the maximum number of

guests allowed in the room. The information comes from the Room register. When entering the persons as guests in

the Guest matrix, it populates the Pax feld with number of guests. So the Pax should not be greater than the Max.

For example if you reserve a single room and use paste special to enter the room number, the max qty.  Should be

by default set to 1. When you enter two guests on the Guest matrix, it should not allow you to check in because the

number of guests (Pax) is greater then Max.  Then you have to use No. of Guests feld, where you specify 2 (it needs

to be setup before) then it changes the Max to 2.

Adults/Max: This feld displays specifc information about the Adult guests vs. the maximum number allowed for the

room.

Children/Max: This feld displays specifc information about the Children guests vs. the maximum number allowed for

the room.

The Rooming List button

A click in this button produces a report that summarizes all the guests staying in the room.

The Guest History button

A click in this button produces a report that displays al the reservations made for this guest. Including details such as room

type, check in/out dates and amount spent. Select a guest from the matrix frst and then click on the button.
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The Add Guest Service button

A click in this button allows you to create a Guest Service for this guest. As mentioned before Guest Services can be set for

a specifc day or daily.

The Guest Service List button

A click in this button produces a Guest Service List; its content will change depending on the cursor position in the

reservation (Guest, Agent, Reservation Number and/or Customer).

The Rest. Booking
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A click in this button opens the Restaurant Booking window, which can be flled with the specifc information. You specify

the details for the restaurant booking. For details on how to proceed, please refer to Restaurant training material. 

Other Tab

Salesman: Use paste special to specify the salesman that captured this reservation. By defaults it will be flled with the

user who is currently logged into the system.

Sales Group: Specify the sales group that this salesman belongs to.

Asked Room: Informative feld used on the upgrade/downgrade report.

Objects: Specify the objects that should be entered in the shopping basket transactions in this feld. If you have set up

in the settings for Objects for room type, usage, booking origin and also for person, customer, room, then these

objects are pasted by default.

Credit Card: Using Paste-special you can choose a credit card which the guest will use to pay the reservation.

Language: Specify the language of the reservation. This can be used to print out different type of documents.

Total Incl. Room Package Items: This is the total of the reservation including prices of Items specifed in various

packages.

Last charge date: This shows the date, when the reservation was last charged / amended.

Branch: Enter a Resort Contact here to be able to print the resorts contact details on the Booking Confrmation

Block Room Change (checkbox): Select the checkbox if you want to disallow the possibility to change/switch rooms

for this reservation.

Pay Separately (checkbox): Select this checkbox if you want to enable separate payments for this reservation.

Sub Res. Tab

This shows all sub-reservations, which are daughter reservations for the mother reservation.
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Operations Inspect window

There are several functions to be selected from the Operations menu list in the Reservation Register. Click on the button to

see the options.

Show Phone Calls

If the Telephone module is enabled the report created when the option is selected displays the call log for the room. It details

the room information along with the Base Price of the call, the telephone number dialed and the time when the call was

made. Phone calls are stored in the Telephone module.

Add Items

With this option you can add different items to the reservation. The action will create a transaction in the Shopping Basket

and it will be displayed in the Show Account report.
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Account: The accounts makes reference to the Customer or Guest codes, if you haven't add any guest in the

Reservation the only option available will be the Customer Code. The account set up here will be the one to be

charged.

Item: Use paste special to add the item you want to charge.

Quantity: Type in the quantity, how much of the item you want to charge.

Special comment: This will be pasted on the Comment feld in the Shopping Basket record and on the Description feld

on the Invoice.

Special price: Type in a different price from the item base price, if you want to charge the customer more or less than

the base price. 

Special discount: Type in the discount, which will be put on the discount feld on the Invoice.

Sum: Is the total price of the item.

Change Room

Use this option to switch the room for the reservation.

Reservation: By default this is the current Reservation No..

Name: Displays the Customer name.

From Room: By default it shows the current room number, use paste special to change the original room.

To: Use paste special to enter the new room.

Day: By default it displays the check-out date. Use paste special to use a different date.

Time: By default it displays the current time.

Change Status checkbox: Select the checkbox to change the status of the main reservation to Check Out.

Do not change prices checkbox: Select this checkbox when upgrading a guest to a more expensive room, and when

you do not want to charge the more expensive rate.

Charge Stay

To be able to use this option you need to frst enable the following settings: Room Type to be set to Invoicing Manually or At
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Start Before. Once this is done, selecting this option will create a shopping basket transaction for the day multiplied by the

price per day. This is always charged to the customer.  

Charge Until Check Out Date

Use this option (also with the previous settings mentioned) to create shopping basket transactions for the complete duration

of the reservation. Guest will be charged for the whole period and will be displayed in the “Not Show” Accounts report.

E-mail

Use this option to create an email with all the information from the reservation. 

Show Resort Events

It the Resort module is enabled, this option displays the information from the Available events, specifying the Event Type as

well as the start and end time plus some other details.

Repetitive Items

This option will create a shopping basket transaction after the Nightly Maintenance routine has been ran for the specifc item

during the period of the stay, if the action 'Charge Repetitive Items' has been activated in the Nightly Maintenance settings.

Reservation: By default is the Reservation number.

Comment: Enter a comment that will be displayed in the Repetitive Items Browse window.

Item: Use paste special to enter an item.

Price: Enter the price for the item.

Quantity: Enter the quantity of the item you want to be charged.

Account: The accounts makes reference to the Customer or Guest codes, if you haven't added any guest in the

Reservation the only option available will be the Customer Code. The account set up here will be the one to be

charged

Name: By default, it will be item description.

Redistribute Folio Items

This option opens a report that can be used to assign the items in the reservation folio to another account. 

To Redistribute the Folio items, click in the option from Operations menu, the following report will appear on screen:
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Click in the Account you want to move the items into. A message will appear on screen indicating the Account you have

selected.

Now click on the Item's entry number to assign it to the Account. The report will recalculate itself to display the changes

made.
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This action now also allows moving Items from a Folio to a different folio in another reservation. In order to enable this the

user logged in needs to have the Action "Allow moving Folio Items to another Reservation" to his/her Access Group.

The steps to follow are almost the same:

• Open the Reservation you want to move items from, click Operations>>Redistribute Folio Items.

• In the report, click on the Reservation you want to move items to.

• Click the items you want to move. These will disappear after you clicked on them.

• Open the Folio (Account Report) on the reservation you moved the items to and verify that all the items had been

moved.

• The items will be moved to the main customers folio. If you want to move them to a specifc guest, you need to

click Operations>>Redistribute Folio Items again.

Credit Card Details

This option allows you to create a credit card with information from the reservation. It opens the Credit Card window to enter

the type, number, etc. 

Credit Card Pre-authorization

This option allows you to create a Credit Card Pre- authorization with information from the reservation.

Credit Card Payment

This option allows you to create a Credit Card Payment with information from the reservation.

Create Inspect window

There are several functions to be selected from the Create menu list in the Reservation Register. Click on the button to see

the options.
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Down Payment

Use this option to create a Down Payment Invoice. The system looks for the down payment % in the Customer Terms

Setting. If it's not specifed, it will check the Hotel Settings setting (Other Tab). If the previous feld is also empty, it looks in

the Down Payment setting. It the Payment term to be used has installments; the system will look in the installments specifed

in the Customer Terms setting. 

If you want the mother reservation for a group to include all daughter reservations, select the appropriate setting as

described above in Hotel settings and click “Down Payment”.

Invoice

This option creates invoices according to everything that is in the shopping basket. The invoice is created in the sales ledger

module in non oked status. 

Subreservation

This option creates a sub reservation linked to the current main reservation. The number of the main reservation will be

pasted on the sub reservation Group feld (also visible from the Reservations Browse window).
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SETTINGS FOR CUSTOMERS & GUESTS

The settings listed in this section are related to Customers and Guests, in these settings you will specify default values for

Payment Terms, down payments and other settings related to the work with guests. 

Customer Terms

This setting details terms specifc to a customer for a specifed period of time. The information from this setting is based on

previous agreements with the customers or tour operators. 

Customer Code & Name: Specify the customer code in the Customer feld.

Start date and end date: Enter the Start and End date that will be used for this agreement.

Comment: Enter a short description for the Customer Term.

Down payment Terms: Use Paste Special to enter the Payment Term that will be used for Down payment with more

than one installment. 

Downpay. Prec.: Enter a percentage for the down payment invoices. It will be used if the Payment Term feld is empty.

Cancel. Terms: Use Paste Special to enter a cancellation term.

Rsv. Status Changes: Use Paste Special to enter a Reservation Status Change code.

These specifcations will apply to all the Reservation records created for the Customer during the period of time specifed.

Reservations for other customers will use the Default settings specifed in the Hotel Settings setting. 

Down Payments

Use this setting for specifying a percentage and other related information about down payments.

Percentage: Enter the Percentage that will be used for the down payment invoices.

Pay Terms: Use paste special to enter a Payment Term that will be used for the Down Payment Invoices.

Item: Use paste special to enter the item that will be used for the down payment invoice.

Text: Write a short description.

Tax Code: Use paste special to enter the VAT Code for the Down Payment Invoice.
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Calculate on: Choose Total if the Down Payment Invoice will be calculated from the Total amount, or Net if the Down

Payment will be calculated from the Net amount of the reservations.

Guest Services Types

In order to use the Guest Services setting you need to frst create the Guest Services Types. In this setting you defne the

Type of service by specifying the periodicity and the area responsible for them.

Code: Enter a code for this Guest Service Type.

Comment: Write a short description for this type.

Daily Guest Services: Select a Daily Service that will be provided during the guest stay.

Guest Services for Specific Day: Choose a Service that will be provided on a specifc day.

Guest Services

Hotels can offer a wide variety of services; some of them might be for free while others can be charged to the guests. This

setting is used to specify these services. Remember, you need to have at least one Guest Service Type in order to use

Guest Services. To create New guest services, from the reservation, use the button "Add Guest Service" as described in the

previous section. 

Header

Type: Use paste special for entering the Guest Service Type requested by the Guest.

Comment: Change the description entered from the Guest Service Type if needed.

Specifcation tab

Daily Guest Services: Select the kind of service requested by the guest; this would be delivered on a daily basis.

Guest Services for Specific Day: Complete the option for a service requested for a specifc day. 

Date: Enter the date for the Service.

Time: Enter the time for the Service.
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Other Details Tab

Guest: When you add the Guest Service from the Reservation, the code is entered automatically. 

Check In Date & Check Out Date: When you add the Guest Service from the Reservation, the Check In & Check Out

dates are entered automatically. 

Check Out Date: It is necessary that you know what the guest’s Check Out date is and write the date in this feld or use

paste-special.

Newspapers

This setting allows you to enter all the available newspapers in the Hotel; later on you can specify it on a Guest record or a

Reservation register. 

Code: Type a code for the Newspaper

Name: Type the name of the Newspaper
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SETTINGS FOR REPORTS & MAINTENANCES

The settings listed in this section are used for setting the parameters used in some reports or for running specifc

maintenances routines. 

Daily Statistics

In this setting you can specify events and time frames that each of them will last. The setting can be used to set up the sales

turnover in hotels and restaurants. The use of the time felds will depend on the purpose of the setting. In either way, the

schedules are used for restaurants. 

The comment shown in this setting will appear in the lower part of the Daily Restaurant Statistics report which contains daily

sales statistics and therefore the loss for unsold items.

In the report Daily Statistics in the hotel module, you can see the information regarding the rooms: total, let, out of order,

complimentary, to staff and meeting rooms.

Comments fields: Enter a Comment for each event that you wish to use.

”From” fields: Enter the start time of the event.

”To” fields: Enter the end time of the event.

Complementary rooms: Use Paste Special to enter a Room Package that will be used when a guest receives a

complementary room. The package entered in this feld is usually for courtesy rooms given to some guests. The

reports will include information from the Complimentary Rooms if this setting has been completed.

Room to Staff: Use Paste Special to enter a Room Package for the Rooms used by the Hotel Staff. 

Meeting Rooms: Use Paste special to enter the Room Package designed for Conference or Meeting Rooms. 

Housekeeping

The department responsible for the cleaning service in an hotel is called Housekeeping. In HansaWorld you can set up

different activities for the cleaning staff, and then give them a report or list with rooms assigned to each staff member for

cleaning service per day. The activities are also visible in the workfow manager. These activities can be created

automatically per day by running the Nightly Maintenance.
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Cleaning Type/Activity Check In Cleaning Type/Activity Check Out Cleaning Type: Use paste special to set an

Activity Type that will be used by default for all the Activities created from the maintenance routine. This is the same

Activity Type the cleaning staff will need to have on their profle when booking their shifts.

Activity Check In Details/Activity Check Out Details: If you have Checklists that include Guest Services with tasks

from Housekeeping that need to be done before or after the check-in/check out, use Paste Special to enter it. 

Default Cleaning Result: Use paste special to enter an Activity Type set as a Result for the cleaning activity type. When

the Activity has the Result and is marked as Done, the status of the room will change from Dirty to Clean. (Using

Activity Consequences setting in the CRM module)

Cleaner Display Group: Use this feld to specify the Display Group of the cleaning staff. Their activities could be

displayed in the Resource Planner. 

Hotel Settings

In this setting you will fnd all the options and values that will be used by default in the Hotel module.

Check In/Out Tab

Check in Time: Enter the default Check-In time that will be entered by default in the Reservation register.

Check in Message: Use paste special to enter a default Check-In Message, if it had Guest Services included, and then

those will be created automatically.

Check in Status: Use paste special to enter the default Reservation Status for the Check-In. 

Start of Day: Use this setting to enter the default time for the Hotel's start of day. The value you enter in this feld will be

used to determine the charges that should be applied when the Maintenance routine is used. 

For example, if a Customer checks-in before this time, then the Maintenance routine will consider it as a chargeable

check-in from the previous night.  

Confirmation Days: Use this setting to enter the amount of days required until a Reservation is either Confrmed or

Cancelled. Specifying a value in this feld provides an aid for doing the follow up of the Reservations. In the reports

this value is used to highlight the reservations that still need to be Confrmed or Cancelled.

Checkout Time: Enter the default time that will be used for the Check-Out of the Reservations.

Checkout Message: Use paste special to enter a default Check-Out Message, it will be pasted by default when a

Reservation is created. If it had Guest Services included, then those will be created automatically.

Checkout Status: Use paste special to enter the default Reservation Status that will be used when the customer is

checking out. 

End of Day: Use this setting to enter the default time that will be used for the check-out. As it happens with the Start
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Date, this value will be used to determine the charges when the Maintenance routine is used.  For example if a

Customer checks-out after this time, the maintenance will consider it as a chargeable day and include if in the

shopping basket from the previous night.

Reservation Status Tab

Available Status: Use paste special to enter the Room Status required before the Check-In.  This default status will be

assigned to the rooms when those are cleaned. The Status can be changed from the Operation's Menu in the

Rooms browse window, Change Status will change the status to the default value entered here.

Default Status: Use paste special to enter the Reservation Status that will be pasted by default when creating a

Reservation.

No Show Status: Use paste special to enter the Reservation Status that will be assigned by the midnight routine when

the Customer did not show up. 

Dirty Status: Use paste special to enter the Reservation Status that will be used by the midnight routine to change the

room status from clean to dirty. This status will also be used when the Customer checks-out.

Out of Order Status: Use paste special to assign a Reservation Status that will be used for blocking a room. If a room

has a blocked status no bookings will be made for it. 

Days to No Show: Enter the number of days that will be considered before a confrmed reservation is changed into a

No Show. If we have a confrmed reservation with a check in date, and the date of running the maintenance routine is

greater than the number of days specifed in this feld, then the status will change.

Terms Tab

Agency Cat.: Use paste special to specify the Default Customer Category for Agencies. The value entered here will be

the default option in the specifcation window of the reports. 

Discount Item: Use paste special to specify the default discount item that will be used in the hotel module.

Cancellation Terms: Use paste special to enter the default Cancellation Term that will be used when a Customer

cancels the reservation. This term will be used when the Customer does not have the Customer Term feld flled. 

Def. Allotment Status: User Paste Special to enter a Reservation Status that would be used by default with the

Allotment rooms.

Down payment Term: Use paste special for entering the Payment Term that would be used in the Down payment

invoices created from the Reservation, if the Customer doesn’t have a Customer Term specifed.

Down payment Prc.: Enter a percentage value to be used as a default for the Down Payments. 

Customer Category: Use paste special to enter the default Customer Category. This value will be entered by default in

the reports specifcation windows.

Rsvr Status Changes: Specify a default Reservation Status Change Record here. Any reservations made where the

customer does not have Customer Terms, will make use of this setting to control the automatic changing of the

reservation status.

Classification Terms: Specify a default Classifcation Term here. Any reservations made where the customer does not

have Customer Terms, will make use of this setting to control the Classifcation Terms.
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Invoice Currency: Specify a default Invoice Currency to be used instead of Base Currency 1.

Checkboxes

Down payment includes Daughter Reservation Prices: If this checkbox is ticked, then, when a down payment

invoice is created from a mother reservation, the down payment will be calculated based on the total of all daughter

reservations for the group.

Down payment includes Daughter Reservation Details: If this checkbox is ticked, then, when a down payment

invoice is created from a mother reservation, the down payment invoice will show the detail of the mother reservation

as well as all the daughter reservations.

Defaults Tab

Default Package: The Package specifed in this feld would be entered by default in every Reservation or Reservation

Quotation.

Default Visit Purpose: Use Paste Special to enter the Visit Purpose by default that will be used in the Reservation

register.

Default Customer: Specify Customer that will be used by default when creating a new reservation. 

General Item to Invoice: Use paste special to enter an Item that will be used by default when the option Invoice:

Overview (in the same tab) has been chosen. 

WIP N/L Control A/C: Use Paste Special to enter the NL Account that will be used for charging sales of the day into the

Nominal Ledger by using the Nightly Maintenance routine.

Checkboxes

Disallow Over-bookings: If this option is activated the system does not allow booking the same room twice, and more

reservations than rooms available.

Save items in Shopping Basket: If this option is activated, then shopping basket entries are created from the

quotation. Those will be the only charges for the reservation. It's recommended not to use this option.

Force Entry of Book Origin: If this option is activated, it won't be possible to save a Reservation if the feld Book

Origin was left empty. 

Warning if Similar Reservation Exists: If this option is activated, the system will not allow Reservations to be

duplicated and saved. The message "there is a similar reservation for this customer with the reservation no....” will

appear on the screen.

Charge Reservations to Agent: If this option is activated, Reservations from the agent would be charged to the agent

and not to the guest. 

Do not allow Check In/Check out Status Manually: It's possible to change the status of Check-In and Check-Out by

using the buttons or doing it manually. If this option is activated, changing the status will be only possible by using the
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buttons.

Do not Demand Guest on Reservations: If this option is activated, Reservations could be saved without Guests.

Include package Items in Quotations: If this option is activated, items included in packages for specifc rooms will be

included in the quotation. 

Include Unconfirmed in Overbooking: This option shows reservations unconfrmed when you want to see if you have

reached an overbooking state.

Include Unconfirmed in Availability: This option shows reservations unconfrmed when you want to see all the

available rooms.

Group reservations Pay Separately: If this option is activated, the payments for group reservations will be separated

for each of them. 

Store Current Price in Shopping Basket: If this option is activated, the price of the items you used will be stored in

the shopping basket, providing a price history.

Force Price on Reservations: If this option is activated, you will not be able to save the Reservation if a Room Price

has not been entered.

Show in Resource Planner

There are four possible choices for displaying the information in the Resource Planner: 

• Reservation No. And Guest

• Reservation No. And Mother Res. No.

• Reference

• Reference and Mother Res. Ref.

Price Upgrade/Downgrade

• According to assigned Room Type: No information available was found for this function

• According to requested Room Type: No information available was found for this function

• Cheapest Option: No information available was found for this function.

Invoice Option

• Detailed: It displays the charges for every item in separate rows.

• Overview per group: It charges all that items that belong to the same item group.

• Overview: It uses the default item from the 'General Item to Invoice' feld and creates a charge on the invoice using

the same account for all the items.

Guest Tab
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Class. Type (adult): Use Paste Special to enter a Classifcation Type that should be used for Adults.

Class. Type (child): Use Paste Special to enter a Classifcation Type that should be used for Children.

Request Guest Classification: In this section you can specify if the system should force the user to enter a

classifcation for the following three options:

• Do Not Request

• Request for All Guest

• Request for All Children

Request Guest on Reservation: In this section you can select the way that fts your hotel best when requested to

enter a Guest on a Reservation.You can choose among these three options:

• Do Not Request: Entering a Guest won’t be mandatory.

• Request when reserving: means that you won’t be able to save the Reservation if no Guest has been entered

• Request when Checkin: It implies that entering the Guest will be requested only when the Reservation Status

changes to Check-in.

Request No. Of Guests on Reservations: If this checkbox is activated, the user will be forced to enter the number of

guests on a reservation.

Force Nationality on Guest Record: If this checkbox is activated, the user will be forced to enter the Nationality in the

Guest Record in order to be able to save the Reservation. 

Force Visit Purpose on Reservation: If this checkbox is activated, the user will be forced to enter the Visit Purpose in

the Reservation record. If the Default Visit Purpose feld has been flled, this value will be used. 

Defaults Online Tab

The default values set up in this tab will be used for Reservations created online.

Def. Online Customer: Use paste special to enter a Default Customer. 
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In-Progress Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Reservation Status that will be assigned to the Reservation until it’s

confrmed. 

Downpay. Terms: Use Paste Special to enter the Payment Term that will be used for the Down payment invoices

created from Online Reservations.

Cancel. Terms: Use Paste Special to enter the Cancellation Term that will be used in the Credit Notes created for the

Down payment Invoices.

Confirmed Status: Use Paste Special to enter the Reservation Status that will be used when the Reservation is

confrmed.

Max. Future Date: Use Paste Special to enter a Date. Need more info about this setting.

Web Cust. Cat.: Use Paste Special to enter a Customer Category that will be assigned to the Web Customers

Booking Origin: Use Paste Special to enter a default value for the Book Origin for the online Reservations.

Downpay. Prc: Enter the percentage that will be used for the Downpayment invoices.

Rsv. Status Changes: Use Paste Special to enter the reservation status change that will be applied to Online

Reservations.

Deleted Status: Use Paste Special to enter a Reservation Status that will be used if the checkbox Change Status

instead of Deleting has been activated.

Checkboxes: 

Include unavailable rooms in availability result: If the checkbox is activated, the rooms that are in non-available

status will be including in the results. 

Automatically allocate rooms: If the checkbox is activated, the rooms will be automatically allocated to the

Reservations.

Change Status instead of deleting: If the checkbox is activated, the reservation status will be modifed instead of

deleting the register.

Invoice Items

This setting is used to link the items that will be used for charging the Room depending on the Package, the No. Of Guests

and the days of the week. If the Room Package, Room Type and No. of Guests match the reservation then the price from

this setting will be used.

Type: Use paste special to enter the Room Type.

Comment: Enter a short description about the charge it represents.

Package: Use paste special to enter a Room Package.

Item: Use paste special to enter the Item that will be used in the invoice. The Item Type should be Simple.

No. of Guests: Use paste special to enter the number of Guests, this value is used in  the quantity conversion (when

charging per person is used).
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Class Terms: By using paste special, a Classifcation Term can be entered. This value will be used as default.

Charge for: It's possible to have different prices for different days. For example, rates for weekdays and others for

weekends. If different prices are set up for Saturday/Sunday than for the weekend, then the system will use

Saturday/Sunday price. 

Price not depending on No of Guests: If this checkbox is activated, the price in the reservation won't be calculated

according the number of guests, instead of it will use the room price regardless of the number of guests.

Nightly Maintenance

In this setting you defne the automated task/actions that should be created or be completed when the maintenance is

executed. 

The types of actions that can be automatized are changing the room status, charging the stay and/or repetitive items, etc. 

This can be automated to run at pre-assigned time (e.g. 3am), or can be run manually at any time. For this to work, enter

“Midnight Hotel” in Module>> Technics>> Settings>> Timed Operations>> Field>> Daily HAL Routine.

Current Day +/- : In this feld you can specify if the maintenance routine should be run for the previous day (specify -1),

for the current day (specify 0) or for the next day (specify +1).

Time: Enter the specifc time you want this maintenance to be run.    

WIP N/L Comment: Enter a comment that will be entered in the daily posts from Non-invoiced transactions.

Actions: Select one or several actions that should take place when the maintenance takes effect. 

Create Cleaning Activities: The maintenance can create Activities records for the cleaning activities. Choose the

option you would like to use in this section. 

Repetitive Items

The Repetitive Items are used to charge the same items through the Nightly Maintenance routine. 

The Repetitive Items are linked to a Reservation by using the Operations menu option with the same name. These records

are made per reservation, which implies that if the Customer checks-in again you will need to enter these items in the new

reservation.
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Reservation: When the Repetitive Item is entered from the Reservation; this feld will be completed automatically. It's

not possible to edit this feld.

Comment: Enter a description for the items.

Item: Use Paste special for entering the Items that will be charged.  

Price: Enter the price for this Item.

Qty: Enter in the quantity, how many of this item you want to charge.

Account: Use paste special for entering the Guest Code that will be charged for those items. Only the Guests from the

reservation will be displayed as an option.

Name: This is the item description and will be pasted automatically after entering the Item Code.

Reservations Prices

This setting is not editable and it's not possible to create New Records. It's created automatically when a new reservation is

created and saved.
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SETTINGS FOR RESERVATIONS

The following settings are related to the Reservation register, you will need to complete them before trying to create a

Reservation record.

Automatic Reservation Status Changes

This setting is used to specify the percentage of the Reservation that should be paid for the Reservation Status to be

changed automatically. The system changes the Status of the Reservation once the Receipt for the Down Payment Invoice

is OKed. 

For the changes to take place you need to specify this record in the Customer Terms setting (Hotel Module).

In the image above, you can see that under the '%' column the value 50 has been entered and under the 'Status' column,

the Reservation Status CFRMD is also entered. This means that once the Customer pays 50% of the Reservation value, the

status will be changed automatically to Confrmed.  

If a down payment invoice was created from a mother reservation, then the sub-reservation status will change along with the

status of the mother reservation, i.e. this setting applies to all sub reservations as well.

Booking Origin

In this setting you can enter all the different sources that your customers use to reach you. This information can be used for

marketing analysis and reporting. If you also want to include additional information for fnancial analysis, you should specify

Objects for each source. 
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Code: Enter a code for the booking source. 

Name: Enter a short description about the Code. (It will be visible along the code when you use the Paste Special

functionality for entering these values)

Objects: For fnancial reporting enter the Objects in this column

Cancellation Terms

This setting is used for specifying the Cancellation % charge that should be used automatically when Guests cancel a

Reservation. As it happens with the Automatic Reservation Status Changes, this record needs to be linked to a Customer

through the Customer Terms setting. 

The setting allows you to specify the number of 'Days' and the percentage that should be charged according to them. You

can see a more detailed example elsewhere in this manual.

Code: Enter a code for the Cancellation Term. 

Comment: Enter a short description about the Code.

Days: Enter the value in days that should be used for the Cancellation %.

% : Enter the value of the % that should be applied depending on the days entered in the same row.

Checklist

In this setting you specify the standard Guest Services Check List that will be used for a specifc Room Package. All the

Guest Services included in a Checklist will be assigned to a resource if those were specifed in its Room Package. 

Code: Enter a code to identify each Checklist.

Comment: Write a short description for the Checklist.
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Guest Service: Use paste special to enter all the Guest Services that will be included in the Checklist.

Classifcation Terms

This setting is used to manage discounts for different customers' classifcations. For example, pensioners, small children,

teenager, staff, etc. 

Every time that a guest with a Classifcation included in this setting is entered in a Reservation; the discount will be applied to

the Average Price of the Reservation.

Code: Enter a code to identify each Classifcation Term.

Comment: Enter a short description for the Code.

Class: Use paste special to enter a Customer Classifcation that will be affected by the discount.

Type: Use paste special for choosing what type of discount should be applied, the options are 'Discount' and 'Margin'. 

% : Type the percentage for the discount.

Customer Allotments

The Customer Allotments setting is used to reserve specifc rooms for a Customer in particular (this Customer is usually a

Travel Agency or Tour Operator) and for a specifc period of time. Usually this type of agreement is based on a contract

where the prices have been agreed for each season. 

Once the setting is completed for the specifc Customers, the 'Create Allotments' maintenance routine can be run. If a

mistake is made, you should run the 'Unconfrmed Reservations' maintenance in the same module.

Customer: Use paste special to enter the Customer Code.

Start Date: Use paste special or type the start date for the record.
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End Date: Use paste special or type the end date for the record. This date is not mandatory.

Comment: Write a description for this Customer Allotment record. 

Type: Use paste special to specify the Room Type.

Schedule: Use paste special to enter a Schedule Rule (where the period is defned). It will calculate the Reservation

Start Date. 

Room Location: Use paste special to enter the room location. It can be used to specify different resorts or hotels. 

No. of Rooms: Type the quantity of rooms that will be assigned for this customer. 

Nights: Use paste special to enter the room location. It can be used to specify different resorts or hotels. 

Reservation Status

Creating the different Status for your Reservations will provide you with the tool for controlling the room availability of your

hotel. By setting each one of the possible statuses you will also enable their display in the Graphic Resource Planner. 

Code: Enter a code by which the Reservation Status can be identifed. For example, 'IN' for the Check-in

Colour: Defne the Colour of the Status that will be displayed in the Graphic Resource Planner. Use Paste Special to

enter your selection.

Comment: Enter the description.

Document: If you wish to use a specifc Form depending on the Status of your reservation, specify the code in this feld.

Type: There are four options for Type that you can choose from. 

• Normal (No Checked In), it gives a Normal status to the Reservation

• Unconfrmed, for booked reservations that have not been confrmed yet (preliminary bookings)

• Cancelled, removes the reservation from the Resource Planner window.

• Normal (Checked In) should only be used for the Check-In status. This status can be charged.

Reservation Status Sequence 

Once you have created the Reservation Status you can organize the workfows that will be used. Depending on how you set

it up, you will prevent the Resource from being changed into a non-authorized status. 

From: Use Paste Special to enter the Status that will be used as the starting point of the sequence.
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Allowed Status: Use Paste Special to enter the status that should follow. Use commas to separate them.

Description: Enter a description for the sequence.

Schedule Rules

The Schedule Rules are used in combination with the Customer Allotments setting. Here you specify the type of period that

should be used. Periods available are daily, weekly or monthly, you will also need to specify the frequency in the period

chosen.

Code: Enter a code for the Schedule Rules record.

Comment: Enter a short comment or description.

Period tab: In this tab you need to choose the type of period, the available options are daily, weekly and monthly.

Daily tab: There's only feld in this tab and you should enter the amount of days in between for each reservation. 

Weekly tab: Complete the felds with the number of weeks in between and then choose the weekdays that should be

used. For example every 2 weeks on Tuesday.

Monthly tab: As in the others, here you will fnd options to combine the period. 

All the options were designed to provide the most fexibility to the allotment scenario.

Visit Purpose

Complete this setting with all the different options for Visit Purposes; you will be able to use these values in the Hotel

Settings defaults tab, if you want to defne a default value or to select them from the reservation.

Code: Type a code for the Visit Purpose record.

Description: Enter a short description for the code.
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SETTINGS FOR ROOMS

The following settings are related to the Rooms register. It's necessary that you complete them in order to enable the rooms

you will assign in a reservation.

Agent Rooms

This setting is used for reserving specifc rooms for Agents who sell accommodation and services to Hotels. If the agent

does not confrm the reservation before the expiration date the reservation is cancelled. When using Siteminder booking

channel, this setting will be used. The detailed setup for this agent will be covered in specifc training material.

Agent: Use paste special to enter the Cust. Code of the Agent you wish to assign a room.

Name: The name of agent will be inserted automatically after the Code has been entered.

Room: Use paste special to select the room you wish to assign for the agent.

Due Days: Enter the quantity of days the agent has to give notice ahead if he does not want to use the room.

Package: For siteminder integration, you can defne for this specifc room which Packages are available. If blank, all the

packages defned in siteminder  integration setting will be made available. For details on Siteminder functionality and

setup please refer to the specifc training material

Room Classifcations

This setting allows you to defne all the Classifcations needed for categorizing the rooms.

Code: Use a short code for classifcation, because you can use one, two or more classifcations per room.

Type: Using Paste-special you can choose what type of classifcation is.

Comment: Write your comment or description of the classifcation.

Room Classifcation Types

These types are used to divide the Room Classifcation into groups.
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Code: Insert the short code for classifcation Type (for example SMK or CONF).

Comment: Type the name of the classifcation Type (example Smoking or Conference Room)

Room Location

In order to have a better control and information about the rooms, the room's locations should be used. In this setting you

can specify different locations or areas where the rooms are situated.

Code: Enter a short code for the room location (i.e. MNTN).

Comment: Write down the description for the code (i.e. Mountain Lodge).

Branch: Use paste special for entering a contact here for contact details of the resort or room location.

Max Extra Beds: Specify here how many extra beds there are for the room location to be used. If you specify 20 here,

then there are 20 extra beds available in the hotel or room location; therefore only 20 guests will be able to get an

extra bed on a specifc night.

Room Package

In this setting you can create different packages, it also allows you to have Check In/Out lists assigned to the Package and

to add additional Items or Services whether it's per guest or room.

Code: Enter a unique code for each Room package record.

Type: Use paste special to enter the Room Package Type

Description: Enter a short description for the record.

Objects: It's possible to link Objects to a specifc Room Package. To do it, just add the preferred objects.
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Check In List: Use paste special to specify a Checklist that should be used before Check-in.

Check Out List: Use paste special to specify a Checklist that should be applied after the Check Out is done.

Income Adjustment Comment: Enter a text that will be used if the option 'Hide all lines and add Comment on the

invoice' is used.

Additional Items are included in Price: If the option is selected, then the Additional Items price will be included in the

price of the package. 

Do not offer Item on the web: If the option is selected the Package will not be offered via web.

Room Package matrix fip A

In the fip A it's possible to enter Item Codes that will be treated as Additional Items and also specify its frequency and

where they should be added.

Room Package matrix fip B

In the fip B, the options are related to Service Types, it's also possible to specify a message for Housekeeping as well as

the Frequency and the Guest or Room.

Room Package Types 

Enter a code and it's description to create different Room Package Types. 

Room Settings 

Use this setting to defne by default the Time Unit that should be used for charging the stays in the rooms. The options are

Hours and Days. 

If the selection is days, all the new rooms created will be automatically set to days.

Room Status

This setting shows the status for the rooms. The status for rooms can be clean, dirty or under maintenance for example. 

Code: Enter a unique code for the Room Status record.

Comment: Enter a description for the code.
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Room Type 

This setting is used to specify the different types of rooms in a Hotel, i.e. single, double, suite, etc. It's also possible to defne

the cleaning schedule, types of charges, maximum pax, etc. 

Code: Enter a code to identify the Room Type.

Comment: Enter the description for the code you entered

Objects: Use paste special to enter an Object that will be linked to the Room Type and could be later use for reporting

and/or detailed fnancial information.

Time to Clean Room: Set the normal time for cleaning all the rooms with the same room type.

Clean after check out: In this feld you can specify, how long would it take to prepare the room for a new guest.

Location: Use paste special to specify the Location of this Room Type. It could be a different resort or area of the hotel.

This setting can be used as flter in the Grid to show only the rooms in a specifc location.

Maximum Children No.: Complete this feld with the value for the maximum children allowed for this room type.

Overbook % : Complete this feld with a Percentage value to indicate the overbooking % allowed in the hotel.

Maximum Pax: Complete this feld with the value for the maximum number of people allowed staying in this room type. 

Maximum Adults: Complete this feld with the value for the maximum number of adult people allowed staying in this

room type.  

Invoicing Unit: Defne if the reservation is going to be charged per Hours or Days. 

Charge: The charge options are the followings:

Automatic: The Nightly Maintenance routine will create the  room charges for invoicing (this option needs to be set to

automatic in order to get this room type charged automatically).

Manual: For this type of room you need to use operations menu option>>Charge stay.

At Start: If you have selected this option, you won't be able to run the maintenance routine for this room type. You

can only charge manually through Operations Charge Stay on the Reservation.

Sort: The sort options are Hotel and Resort. The option selected has impact on the resource planner view and the room

windows view, depending on the option chosen one of them will be displayed. For example, the Resort option will

display the Classic Resource view while the Hotel option will display the Room view.  

Preparation: If the checkbox is selected, the hours needed to prepare the room will be visible in the Resource View

window
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Inspection: If the checkbox is selected, the hours required for the inspection of the room will be visible in the Resource

View window.

Colour: Paste-Special colour, you want to appear in the resource window

Hours: Insert the number of hours that will be spent on preparation and inspection
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THE ROOM REGISTER

All the rooms of the hotel should be entered in the Room register. When creating a new room record, some values will be set

by default according the specifcations selected in some of the settings of this module.

Header

Code: Enter a unique code for the room. Generally it will be the room's number.

Name: Enter the description, the Room number and type or even location could be entered here.

Status: Use paste special to enter the Status of the room. The common options are Clean and Dirty. Clean will be a

requirement to allow the check in and dirty will be the status changed after the Nightly Maintenance and also after the

guest Checks Out. 

Type: Use paste special to enter the Room Type (options available will be the ones created in the Room Types setting)

Closed Check Box: Select this checkbox when you don't want to use the room anymore

Contact Tab

Alter. Code: If needed, you can enter an alternative number or name for the room.

Max. Pax: Enter the maximum number of people allowed in the room.

Max. Adults: Enter the maximum number of adults allowed to stay in the room.

Max Children No.: Enter the maximum number of Children that may share a room with their parents.

Spec.: This is a text feld where you can write some specifcation about the room.

Comment: Write a comment about the room (Bath only or Bath and Shower etc).

Max Extra Beds: Indicate here the maximum number of extra beds that are allowed in the room, or that can ft in a

room. If a reservation is made for more beds than this number, a warning will appear.

Contact: Using Paste-special you can choose a contact for this room (for example the contact can be the cleaner

person).

Class Tab

Classification: Use paste special to enter all the Room Classifcations needed for this room.

Location: Use paste special to select the Room Location (the option available will be the ones defned in the Room

Location setting).

Time Unit: The default value set in the Room Settings setting would be displayed. The time unit is used to specify how

the room will be charged (Hours or Days).

Sort: Choose a Sort option for the room, this will have an impact in the Resource Planner views.
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BI Tab

Operations Menu from the Inspect window

Room History: This option opens the Resource History report with the details about the guest whom stayed in this

room and all the check in/out dates.

Last Guest: This option opens a report showing information about the last guest who stayed in the room.
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Siteminder Status: This option shows the room status when siteminder integration is used

Create Menu from the Inspect window

Workflow Activity: This option creates a new Activity record that can be used for the housekeeping staff.

Operations Menu from the Browse window

Change State: This option change the status of the room highlighted, from Clean to Dirty or Dirty to Clean.

Last Guest: This option opens the same report as the option in the Inspect window.
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THE CONTACTS REGISTER

The Guest tab of the Contact register is used for storing information relevant to the Hotel Module along with the 'Guest'

checkbox in the header.

Guest Tab

Doc. Type: Enter the guest’s document type. (For example:  Passport).

Nationality: Use paste special to select the Country specifed in the passport. If the feld nationality has been entered in

the Country settings (System Module), this text will be entered once you choose the country. 

Birthday: Enter the birthday of the guest.

Profession: Use the feld the specify the guest's profession.

Newspaper: Use paste special to enter a newspaper.

Passphrase: Enter a passphrase if needed.

Tour Operator: Use paste special to enter a tour operator.

Agent: Use paste special to enter a travel agency agent.

Def. Pay. Mode: Use paste special to defne a default payment mode.

Def. Booking Org.: Use paste special to defne the default value for the Booking Origin of the reservation.

Diet Remarks: Specify diet remarks (food allergies, etc).

Req. Remarks: Specify additional requirements, such as disability access etc.

ID: Is the number of the guest’s document.

Sex: Choose the gender of the guest.

Marital Status: Choose the marital Status.

Smoker: If the guest is smoker, click here.

Blacklisted: If the guest is not welcome in the hotel check here.

Age Status:

• Adult

• Child

• Pensioner
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IMPORTANT:

Remember that you need select the Guest checkbox in the Contact card in order to see it displayed as a Guest in

the Hotel module's registers, such as reservations or others registers.

THE GUESTS REGISTER 

The Guest register is used to store all the relevant information about the Guests staying in the hotel. There are several
option on how to create a Guest:

1. Click on the New button in the Guest's Browse window.

2. From the Paste Guest window in Reservation record, once again click in the new button to create a new guest.

In the Guest record you will fnd the same felds described for the Contact register's Guest tab.

When you create a contact and check the Guest Check box in the header the guest is created automatically with all

information. That’s means that if you create a new contact you do not need create a guest again.

THE ITEMS REGISTER 

For more information about the Item register please go to www.hansamanuals.com
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE: ENTERING A RESERVATION

• Click on the Resources icon from the Master Control panel.

• In the Month Overview Type of Rooms, double click on a Room Type (in the example 'DOUB' )

• In the Overview Rooms window, complete the following felds:

- Check In (keep the current date)

- Check Out (set it up four days in the future) (the nights will be updated automatically.

- Location (in the example: MAIN)
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• Click on the button Available, to open the Availability in Period report.

• Click on a package available for our Room Type. The new reservation will be created with the Check In/Out dates,

the Room Type and Package.
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• The Check In/Out Time entered is a default value, it will be changed once you change the status to Check In and

save the record. 

Now you need the details for the Reservation, start by specifying how many adults and/or Children will be staying.

After you specify the previous felds, the information in the Pricing tab is updated (Total Stay, Stay Excl Disc. And Total felds)

• For Marketing purposes, enter a Book Origin value.

• Enter a Customer and Save the record. Remember you won't be able to save the Reservation until you enter a

Customer.
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• Assign a Room, by clicking on the Assign Room button.

The Assignable Rooms report will be opened, click on a room to assign it to the Reservation and Save again.

• Enter the Guests in the Guests tab

• The current status of our Reservation is Enquiry, Check In the Guests by clicking on the Check In button. 

The Reservation status will change and the Checklist Messages will pop up on the screen. If desired, a Table can be booked

for the Restaurant. For Restaurant, please refer to it´s specifc training material
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Go to Operation's menu and choose the 'Add Items' option. Add a couple of items to the Reservation. Once you Save, the

window it will be closed automatically.

• On the Reservation, place the cursor on the Room number or Customer code and click on the Show Account

button. 

The Show account report will display the items you added to the Reservation.
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• If you place the cursor on the Guest code and click on the Show Account button, the report comes empty.

• To move the items to the Guest folio you will need to do the following:

Go to Operation's menu and choose Redistribute Folio Items. The report window with the same name will be opened.

Click once on the Guest Account, a message indicating the Customer Account you have chosen will appear on screen, OK

it in order to continue.
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Now click on the item you want to move to this folio. The Report window will be recalculated automatically, displaying the

changes.

Repeat the same steps for all the items you want to move.

• On the Reservation, place the cursor in the Guest code (the one whose account you moved the items to) and click

on the Show Account button. The report now displays the items for his/her account.
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• For adding the Room charges, either run the Nightly Maintenance or do it manually from the Operation's menu

(Charge Stay option). It depends on the options you have confgured in the settings.

If you run the Maintenance, it will only charge one night and the room status will be changed to Dirty.

If you run the Show Account report you can see the Room charge included after the maintenance.

• You can invoice the Reservation at any time, to do this go to Operation's Menu and choose the option Create

Invoice.
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EXERCICES

• How may options are there to create a Reservation? Explain briefy each of them.

• What does the Availability button in the Reservation Quotation register do?

• Can you specify Guests in the Reservation Quotation record?

• If you create a Reservation from the Grid by specifying the Check In date, the number of nights and by using the

Available, what felds will be completed in your Reservation?

• What does the Show Account button displays in the Reservation record?

• Name at least three type of Documents that can be printed by using the Print Document button

• Is it possible to save a Reservation without a Customer? and without a Guest?

• What does the Guest History button display?

• What is displayed in the Sub. Reservation Tab of the Reservation record?

• What does the option 'Add Item' do?

• How can you re-assign the items in a Reservation? (For example certain items should be paid by the Guest while

some others should be paid by the Customer)

• How can you invoice a Reservation?

• What's the use of the Room Classifcations you defne in the Room record?

• What happens when in Contact register which has the Customer checkbox selected, also has the Guest checkbox

selected?

• Create a Reservation from the Grid, add two guests and additional items, charge the stay and create the invoice.
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MAINTENANCE

The following maintenance routines are available from the Hotel module.

Create Allotment Reservations

Allotments are used to pre-book specifc rooms for a specifc tour operator in regular periods, for example, you may enter

into a contract with a tour operator to book him 2 standard rooms in your best resort every Tuesday and Wednesday

evening.

This maintenance is used to create those allotment reservations. You need to setup Customer Allotments and Schedule

Rules settings in order for this maintenance to work. 

Specify the customer and period and click Run. This will generate the reservations according to the rules you have set.

Create Invoices

Do not use. Invoices are created when the guest checks out.
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Create Group Invoice Reservation

This routine can be used if a customer has an account and at the end of the month he requests one invoice for all his

reservations transactions during the month.

Period: Enter the period for the maintenance routine.

Account: Use paste special to enter the customer or guest.

Overview Desc.: Type the text you want to appear on the invoice as overview text.

Invoice To (text): Defaults to the name, either you have selected the customer, guest or agent.

Function: Select how you want the information to be shown on the invoice (Detailed; Per Item Group; Overview).

Nightly Maintenance

This routine invoices only reservations with a status checked in. This is used in combination with the Hotel Settings. If you

use this routine it will create the charges for the current day. 

Room Number: Leave this feld blank as the charges are usually for all hours a guest has stayed.

Date: This defaults to today's' date.

Time: This defaults to the time of running the maintenance routine set up in the Nightly Maintenance settings.

Nightly Maintenance routine is used to do automated routines such as: 

• Change the room status from clean to dirty.

• Charge stay (charges 1 nights stay to the shopping basket).

• Charge repetitive items (charges repetitive items to the shopping basket for 1 night).

• Change No-shows to No-show Status. (changes customer reservation status from confrmed to No Show).

• Work in progress transaction.
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• Create Cleaning Activities.

• It also posts the day’s charges to a preliminary nominal ledger account and the contract to your sales account

to refect Hotel sales for the day.

Recalculate Invoiceable

This routine allows you to mark something as un-invoiced or change the invoice number if the invoice number has changed

for the items in the shopping basket.

Reserv. No.: Insert the reservation number; you want to run the maintenance.

Unconfrmed Reservations

This routine will allow you to delete or change of status of unconfrmed reservations. 

Period: Enter the period; you want to run the maintenance routine for.

Customer: Use paste special to specify a Customer Code.

Reservation Status: Choose the reservation status that will imply Unconfrmed.

Set to Status: If you want to change the status of an unconfrmed reservations to another status  (for example

Cancelled), select it by using paste special.

Missing Days: Enter how much missing days required for unconfrmed reservations.

Delete Reservations: If you want to delete the unconfrmed reservations select this option.

Period Selection: The period that you enter in this frst feld will be used for this option, so the routine will run from

Check In date or Confrm date.The period to be used will depend on these checkboxes. If you choose the Check-in

Date, this will mean that the period refers only to the check-in dates entered in the reservations (the maintenance will

be based on those dates). But if you choose the Check Confrm Date, the selected period will cover the confrmation

dates for the reservation (the maintenance will be based on those dates). In this last case, the dates are brought in

from the Reservation record.
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REPORTS

Activities per Room

The report shows activities done or not done for specifc room type, specifc period, and specifc person or per room. This

report can be used to view activities for a period assigned to a specifc room or for a specifc person. 

It shows the room number, the person who is responsible for the activity, the description of activity, activity start and end

date and activity time.

Channel Statistics

This report shows sales statistics by booking source. 

The information can be fltered by Location, Type and Classifcations. The information displayed will vary according the Show

options chosen (Rooms, Guests, Night x Person).

Check Ins

This report shows all reservations with a check in date of today (date specifed). It shows the reservation number, the room

number, the usage, the guest name, type of room, and the check in time and check out date. The report can be run for

specifc date, to include Drill Down programs, include change rooms, and include observations. It can also be run for resort,

and can show normal reservations, reservations not checked in yet or reservations checked in only.
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Check Outs

This report shows all reservations with a check out date of today (date specifed). It shows the reservation number, the

rooms number the package, the guest name and the check out time. 

The report can be run specifying the date to include programs, include change rooms, and include reservations. It can also

be shown for the resort, and can show normal reservations, reservations not checked in yet or reservations checked in only.

Daily Statistics

This report shows the results for the sales statistics according to what has been set up in the Daily Sales Statistics setting. 
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Duration of stay

This report shows the different durations per reservation. This allows hotel management to have a quick view of how long

reservations last, what is the average stay per reservation, how much percentage does a specifc duration make up of our

total duration and what is the frequency of this sort of duration period. 

The report can be run per room type, per customer, per item, per resource status, per usage, per price list or a combination

of the above. There is also an option to don't show cancelled reservations.

Folio Journal

This report summarizes transactions that have been put through the shopping basket to be charged to the customer

account.

It shows the date, item, description, guest, price and total. The report can be run for specifc period, customer, item, item

classifcation, reservation status, usage, object, and room type. There is also an option to drill down (zoom in) into the

shopping basket entry. 
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The report can also show a daily view of shopping basket entries. These different combinations gives us the option to be

able to run the report and see what customer spent on what, or what type of customers spent how much on what.

Guest Accounts Overview

This shows a summary of the guest account, it shows the reservation number, guest name, account number, and total

expected from reservation, total invoiceable, invoiced, due, down paid, and balance.

This report can be run by specifying a check out period, reservation status or customer. An overview or detail view option is

also available.

Guest History

This report shows history about a particular guest. 

It summarizes the specifed guest reservations showing drill down able reservation no, type of room, Check in Date, Check

Out Date, Total spent and comments.
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Guest List

This report shows all the needed information about your guest register.  It can show detailed or summary view of guest

records including things like email, mobile, phone, and fax. 

The report can be run per guest category or per classifcation.

Guest Services List

This report can be run by the current date, it will list all the Guest Services that should be created for that specifc date.

Housekeeping

This report displays all the activities related to housekeeping. 

Room Type and Location can flter the information. It can be specifed the Priority Check Ins, and exclude the Check Ins to

Clean Rooms.
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In House Guest

This report shows the list of guests, who are staying in the hotel, their reservations and their check-in check-out dates.

Invoice Audit Trail

This report shows the information about the shopping baskets against the invoices created for these charges. 

It makes a comparison between the items from the basket shopping and the ones fnally invoiced in order to verify that all

the charges were invoiced. 

In the Detailed function, the report will detail all the items from the shopping basket, for a better control.
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Nationality Statistics

This report displays the Guest's nationalities, by country or region. In some countries it is a legal requirement to have this

information ready for the Ministry of Tourism.

To make the report work properly, all the Reservations with Check In status must have all guests specifed (i.e. if there are 2

adults in the room both have to be specifed on the guest tile. All guests must have a valid nationality on the nationality feld. 

To ensure this happens, Go to Hotel>>>Settings>>Hotel Settings>>Tile>>Guest: Tick both: "Force Nationality on guest"

and "Request number of guests on reservations" as well as "Request Guest when Check in". You also need to setup

Countries and Country Regions carefully in the system module.

The report can show this information per country, per region or in detail, listing all countries and a total per region.

Occupancy Report

This report shows the occupancy statistics per room type. Information about the number of guests, average prices and days

used is displayed by month.
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Reservation Journal

This report shows information about all reservations made. Information shown is reservation number, guest name, agent,

agent name, In and Out date, status and amount invoiced/to be invoiced. 

This report can be run for a specifc period, for a specifc status, agent, customer group, booking origin, usage, and price

list, with options only show mother reservations, show cancelled or show the account instead of the total.  This report can

be useful to determine commissions or kick-backs to agents.

Room History

This report shows the room number and the reservations assigned to specifc room numbers, customers and guests who

where in the room, check in date and check out date of the guest/customer to the room.
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Room Statistics

This report shows the room statistics including fgures about occupation, guests, and average prices.

Guest Book

This report shows Guests Journal and their stay at the hotel.

Nightly Audit

This report is divided into seven section and will show a detailed statistics about the hotel and all activities were done during

a specifc period (usually last night).
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Unconfirmed Reservations

This report shows all reservations being not confrmed during a specifc period.

Upgrades/Downgrades

This report shows all transfers from one room to another during the stay of the guest.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between diferent versions of English language

The language used in this material is American English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English

language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Austraia + New 
Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque
Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured
Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note
Dialogue Dialog
Instalment Installment
Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery
Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence
Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim
Miles Miles KM KM KM
Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile
Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)
Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code
Profit and Loss 
Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Profit or 
Loss

Statement of Profit or 
Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger
Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger
Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson
Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory
Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count
Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment
Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor
Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue
VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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